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THIS IS PILOT
We know: in this world, there are many 
good bikes for sale. But bikes that match you and your 
riding style into the smallest, most tiny detail are very 
rare. We build those personal bikes, whether it is a 
mountain bike, road bike or touring bike. And always 
from the best frame building material available on this 
planet: titanium.

Owning and riding an original titanium Pilot makes 
you part of a select group of cyclists that like to 
stand out from the crowd. 
Every Pilot has its own story. It’s a story you’ll be 
writing yourselves. from the first sketches of your 
design ideas, through the first ride after the build has 
been finalized to the many, many years that you will be 
enjoying the magic riding qualities of our 
handcrafted, high grade titanium frames. 



PRIMUM
29er Hardtail XC MOUNTAIN BIKE

A modern, fast and agile XC geometry 
wrapped in clean lines. 
This high-performance stock model features 
our latest hydroforming technology and is 
build with selected premium parts that meet 
only the highest standards. The PRIMUM 
has many unique features, such as internal 
cable routing and durable, beautifully blasted 
logos.

Frame specs:
Aerospace grade 5 and grade 9 db titanium
148 x 12 thru axle CNC drop outs
Tapered head tube
Post mount brake on seat stay
Tire size max 2.35”

Hydroformed tubing
Internal cables
Double butted tubing
t47 bottom bracket
Hand-brushed finish

  
Fork

Wheels
Group set

Brakes
Handlebar

Stem
Seatpost

Saddle
Tires
Grips

Headset
Bottom bracket

  
Fox 32 100mm SC grip boost
Ohrcycling B2 (Handbuilt)
Shimano xt m8000 1x11
Shimano xt m8000
Ritchey Trail Flat 
Ritchey Comp 4-axis
Ritchey Comp Trail Zero
Selle italia slr x-cross 
Schwalbe racing Ralph/Ray addix 29x2.25”
ESI racer’s edge
Pilot tapered
Pilot t47

PRIMUM

subject  to alteration without prior notice. pilotcycles.com

Frame only from € 1749,- 
complete bike from € 3999,-04.



DURO
29er MOUNTAIN BIKE Driven by Pinion 

Modern, fast agile and low maintenance 
wrapped in fluent lines. 
This balanced stock model combines 
internal gear of the Pinion gearbox with 
Gates belt drive. Low noise, low wear, 
low maintenance and low point of gravity 
for countless hours of worry free 
pedalling pleasure.

Go fast, encounter your most adventurous 
roads and keep on rollin’.

Fork 
Wheels 

Gears 
Crank
Brakes

Handlebar
Stem

Seatpost
Saddle

Tires
Grips

Headset
Drivetrain 

  
Fox 32 100mm SC grip boost
Ohrcycling x2 (Handbuilt)
Pinion c1.12
Pinion Forged
Shimano xt m8000
Ritchey Trail Flat 
Ritchey Comp 4 axis
Ritchey Comp Trail Zero
Selle italia slr x-cross
Schwalbe racing ralph/Ray addix 29x2.25”
ESI racer’s edge 
Pilot tapered
Gates carbon drive

Frame specs:
Aerospace grade 5 and grade 9 titanium
Hydroformed tubing
Tapered head tube
142 x 12 thru axle cnc drop outs
Internal cables 

Postmount brake on dropout
Tire size max 2.3”
Hand-brushed finish
Titanium Pinion bracket
Fat chainstays

DURO pi
ni

on

subject  to alteration without prior notice. pilotcycles.com

Frame only from € 3149,- Incl gearbox
complete bike from € 5399,-05.



PRIMUM
29er Hardtail XC MOUNTAIN BIKE

A modern, fast and agile XC geometry 
wrapped in clean lines. 
This high-performance stock model 
features our latest hydroforming 
technology and is build with selected pre-
mium parts that meet only the 
highest standards. The PRIMUM has many 
features also found on our custom 
models, such as internal cable routing 
through enclosed titanium tubes and du-
rable, beautifully blasted logos.

Frame specs:
Aerospace grade 5 and grade 9 db titanium
Hydroformed tubing
Tapered head tube
142 x 12 thru axle CNC drop outs
Internal cables

Post mount brake on sliding drop out
Tire size max 3.25”
Hand-brushed finish
Double butted tubing
Titanium Pinion bracket
Fat chainstay CNC Yoke

LOCUM  - Pinion
650B+ DO-IT-ALL MOUNTAIN BIKE

On-trail, off-trail or completely lost, the 
versatile all new LOCUM is a mountain bike that 
isn’t afraid of adventures. Mount 650B plus tires and 
enjoy levels of traction and comfort that will blow 
you away.  Or switch to fast rolling 29er wheels and 
make yourself Strava King of the Mountain on your 
local trail. If you develop a sudden urge to get away 
from the daily hassle and stress, the LOCUM is your 
partner. Thanks to the rack mounts you can mount a 
rack and panniers anytime you feel like discovering 
the world. The LOCUM will be delivered with a fine, 
handbuilt Ohrcycling wheel set, a superb Shimano 
XT drive train and the sturdy, test winning Fox 34 

fork with 120 mm of plush travel. 
  

Fork
Wheels

Gears
Brakes

Handlebar
Stem

Seatpost
Saddle

Tires
Grips

Headset
Drivetrain

  
Fox 34 120mm SC grip boost
Ohrcycling B2_650B+ (handbuilt)
Pinion c1.12
Shimano xt m8000
Ritchey Trail Rizer
Ritchey Trail Stem
Ritchey Comp Trail Zero
Selle italia slr x-cross 
Schwalbe Rocket Ron addix 2.8”
ESI Racer’s edge
Pilot Tapered
Gates Carbon Drive
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Frame only from € 3149,- Incl gearbox
complete bike from € 5499,-

subject  to alteration without prior notice. pilotcycles.com
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PRIMUM
29er Hardtail XC MOUNTAIN BIKE

A modern, fast and agile XC geometry 
wrapped in clean lines. 
This high-performance stock model 
features our latest hydroforming 
technology and is build with selected pre-
mium parts that meet only the 
highest standards. The PRIMUM has many 
features also found on our custom 
models, such as internal cable routing 
through enclosed titanium tubes and du-
rable, beautifully blasted logos.

LOCUM
650B+ DO-IT-ALL MOUNTAIN BIKE

On-trail, off-trail or completely lost, the 
versatile all new LOCUM is a mountain bike that 
isn’t afraid of adventures. Mount 650B plus tires 
and enjoy levels of traction and comfort that 
will blow you away.  Or switch to fast rolling 
29er wheels and make yourself Strava King of 
the Mountain on your local trail. If you develop 
a sudden urge to get away from the daily hassle 
and stress, the LOCUM is your partner. Thanks 
to the rack mounts you can mount a rack and  
panniers anytime you feel like discovering the 
world. The LOCUM will be delivered with a fine, 
handbuilt Ohrcycling wheel set, a superb 
Shimano XT drive train and the sturdy, test 
winning Fox 34 fork with 120 mm of plush travel. 

  
Fork

Wheels
Group set

Brakes
Handlebar

Stem
Seatpost

Saddle
Tires
Grips

Headset
Bottom bracket

  
Fox 34 120mm SC grip boost
Ohrcycling B2_650B+ (handbuilt)
Shimano xt 1x11
Shimano xt m8000
Ritchey Trail Rizer
Ritchey Trail Stem
Ritchey Comp Trail Zero
Selle italia slr x-cross 
Schwalbe Rocket Ron Addix 2.8”
ESI racer’s edge
Pilot tapered
Pilot t47

LOCUM
Frame specs:
Aerospace grade 5 and grade 9 db titanium
148 x 12 thru axle CNC boost drop outs
Tapered head tube
Post mount brake on seat stay
Tire size max 3.0”

Hydroformed tubing
Internal cables
Double butted tubing
t47 bottom bracket
Hand-brushed finish

Frame only from € 1749,-
complete bike from € 4299,-

subject  to alteration without prior notice. pilotcycles.com
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VETURI
ENDURANCE RACER

On the VETURI, the most gruesome long 
distance race just feels as the average 
Sunday morning ride with your mates. 
That’s not just because we used sophisticated 
double butted and hydro formed tubing, 
but also because we got the geometry dialed 
in for the rough stuff, using a longer head 
tube and some nicely curved seat stays to give 
more comfort. This frame is built to last a 
lifetime and many thousands of miles. 
How many, that is entirely up to you. 
Just crank it up!

  
Fork

Wheels
Group set

Brakes
Handlebar

Stem
Seatpost

Saddle
Tires

Headset
Bottom bracket

Pilot full carbon flatmount disc
Ohrcycling d2 (Handbuilt)
Shimano ultegra r8020 compact db
Shimano ultegra r8020
Ritchey Comp Curve
Ritchey Comp 4-Axis
Ritchey Comp 2-Bolt
Selle italia Slr 
Vredestein Senso All weather
Pilot tapered
Shimano bsa

VETURI
Frame specs:
Aerospace grade 5 and grade 9 db titanium
142 x 12 thru axle CNC drop outs
Tapered head tube
Flatmount Brake
Tire size max 32mm
Hydroformed tubing

Internal cables
Double butted tubing
BSA bottom bracket
Hand-brushed finish
Fender and rack mounts

subject  to alteration without prior notice. pilotcycles.com

Frame only from € 1749,-
complete bike from € 3799,-08.



  
Fork

Wheels
Group set

Brakes
Handlebar

Stem
Seatpost

Saddle
Tires

Headset
Bottom bracket

Pilot full carbon flatmount disc
Ohrcycling d2 (Handbuilt)
Shimano ultegra r8020 compact db
Shimano ultegra r8020
Ritchey Comp Curve
Ritchey Comp 4-Axis
Ritchey Comp 2-Bolt
Selle italia Slr 
Vredestein Senso All weather
Pilot tapered
Shimano bsa

Frame specs:
Aerospace grade 5 and grade 9 db titanium
142 x 12 thru axle CNC drop outs
Tapered head tube
Flatmount disc
Tire size max 28mm

Hydroformed tubing
Internal brake hose
Double butted tubing
BSA bottom bracket
Hand-brushed finish

CELES

subject  to alteration without prior notice. pilotcycles.com

CELES
COMPETITIVE ROAD BIKE

Are you competitive? Not afraid of 
challenges? Climbing a mountain is some-
thing you do for breakfast? And in the final 
lap, you sprint away from the peloton as if 
they are in a parking lot? Then the Pilot 
CELES is your bike. This road bike, built from 
aerospace grade titanium, is designed to be 
the fastest on the road. But that is just one 
part of the story. The other part is that the 
CELES, despite it’s fast and nimble character 
doesn’t offer a harsh ride.  It keeps you fresh 
all day, even on bad roads, thanks to the 
natural compliance that our double butted 
titanium tubing offers.

Frame only from € 1749,-
complete bike from € 3799,-09.



MAGNA
TIMELESS ROAD BIKE 

Modern, fast with all-time classical looks. 
The Magna gives you all advantages of the 
latest bike techniques with the classical look 
of a real timeless road killer. 
A tarmac lover sure and pure. Equipped with 
Shimano’s latest and high tech titanium 
frame with elegantly hydroformed tubes 
where necessary. 

Built to last with its beautiful titanium looks.

  
Fork

Wheels
Group set

Brakes
Handlebar

Stem
Seatpost

Saddle
Tires

Headset
Bottom bracket

 
Pilot full carbon disc
Ohrcycling E2 (Handbuilt)
Shimano ultegra r8000 compact
Shimano ultegra r8000
Ritchey Comp Curve
Ritchey Comp 4-Axis
Ritchey Comp 2-Bolt
Selle italia Slr 
Vredestein Senso All weather
Pilot ZS44
Shimano bsa

MAGNA
Frame specs:
Aerospace grade 5 and grade 9 db titanium
Quick release CNC drop outs
zs44 head tube
Tire size max 28mm

Hydroformed tubing 
Double butted tubing
BSA bottom bracket
Hand-brushed finish

Frame only from € 1649,-
complete bike from € 3499,-

subject  to alteration without prior notice. pilotcycles.com
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VAMOS - Rohloff
TREKKING BIKE

The VAMOS models are designed to conquer 
the most remote areas. Go on adventurous 
trips all around the world and the Dutch 
round around the church. 
Need for maintenance is kept to a minimum, 
the Rohloff Speedhub only needs service 
once a year or every 5.000 km. The Gates belt 
drive system lasts way longer than any chain 
system. Pilot VAMOS is ready for luggage 
and sophisticated lighting. The frame is built 
to last a lifetime and many adventures. 

How many is entirely up to you and the 
unknown paths, vamos!

Fork 
Wheels 

Gears 
Crank
Brakes

Handlebar
Stem

Seatpost
Saddle

Tires
Headset

Bottom bracket 

  
Pilot titanium 15x100 disc
Handbuild, ryde rims
Rohloff speedhub 500/14
Gates
Shimano xt trekking
Ritchey Trail Rizer
Ritchey Comp 4-Axes
Ritchey Comp Trail Zero
Selle italia net
Schwalbe marathon almotion tle
Pilot zs44 stop
Shimano bsa

Frame specs:
Aerospace grade 5 and grade 9 titanium
Hydroformed tubing
zs44 head tube
Rohloff specific cnc sliding drop out

Postmount brake on dropout
Tire size max 55mm
Hand-brushed finish
Oversized chain stays

VAMOS rh
ol

of
f

Frame only from € 1999,-
complete bike from € 4999,-

subject  to alteration without prior notice. pilotcycles.com
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VAMOS - Pinion
TREKKING BIKE

The VAMOS models are designed to conquer 
the most remote areas. Go on adventurous 
trips all around the world and the Dutch 
round around the church. 
Need for maintenance is kept to a minimum, 
the Pinion gearbox only needs service once 
a year or every 10.000 km. The Gates belt drive 
system lasts way longer than any chain 
system. Pilot VAMOS is ready for luggage 
and sophisticated lighting. The frame is built 
to last a lifetime and many adventures. 

How many is entirely up to you and the 
unknown paths, vamos!

Frame specs:
Aerospace grade 5 and grade 9 titanium
Hydroformed tubing
zs44 head tube
142 x 12 thru axle cnc drop outs

Postmount brake on dropout
Tire size max 55mm
Hand-brushed finish
Oversized chain stays

Frame only from € 3149,- Incl gearbox
complete bike from € 5299,-

Fork 
Wheels 

Gears 
Crank
Brakes

Handlebar
Stem

Seatpost
Saddle

Tires
Headset

  
Pilot titanium 15x100 disc
Pilot Singlespeed (Handbuilt)
Pinion c1.12
Pinion
Shimano xt trekking
Ritchey Trail Rizer
Ritchey Comp 4-Axes
Ritchey Comp Trail Zero
Selle italia net
Schwalbe marathon almotion tle
Pilot zs44 stop

VAMOS pi
ni
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subject  to alteration without prior notice. pilotcycles.com
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VAMOS - Pinion Mixte
TREKKING BIKE

The VAMOS models are designed to conquer 
the most remote areas.  Go on adventurous 
trips all around the world and the Dutch 
round around the church. Need for 
maintenance is kept to a minimum, the Pinion 
gearbox only needs service once a year or 
every 10.000 km. The Gates belt drive system 
lasts way longer than any chainsystem. 
Pilot VAMOS is ready for luggage and 
sophisticated lighting. The frame is built to 
last a lifetime and many adventures.

How many is entirely up to you and the 
unknown paths, vamos!

Frame specs:
Aerospace grade 5 and grade 9 titanium
Hydroformed tubing
zs44 head tube
142 x 12 thru axle cnc drop outs

VAMOS

subject  to alteration without prior notice. pilotcycles.com

Postmount brake on dropout
Tire size max 55mm
Hand-brushed finish
Oversized chain stayS

pi
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Fork 
Wheels 

Gears 
Crank
Brakes

Handlebar
Stem

Seatpost
Saddle

Tires
Headset

  
Pilot titanium 15x100 disc
Pilot Singlespeed (Handbuilt)
Pinion c1.12
Pinion
Shimano xt trekking
Ritchey Trail Rizer
Ritchey Comp 4-Axes
Ritchey Comp Trail Zero
Selle italia net
Schwalbe marathon almotion tle
Pilot zs44 stop

Frame only from € 3149,- Incl gearbox
complete bike from € 5299,-13.





THE ULTIMATE FREEDOM

Riding an original titanium Pilot is a pure joy. 
Light, swift and agile as a bird. 

Or to be more precise: as a swallow, 
the little bird that inspires us due to its inimitable capacity 

to be utterly fast, agile and manoeuvrable at the same time. 
A swallow is in control. Always. 

That makes the swallow the ultimate Pilot. 
We, mere humans, will never reach that level of control. But we can endeavour it. 

Therefore, we’ve chosen a stylized symbol of our beloved swallow as our logo. 
Just to remind you, how privileged you are, riding a Pilot.



Pilotcycles
Orders // +31 40/282 61 86 
Service // +31 40/282 61 87

Web // www.pilotcycles.com // www.b2bpcp.nl     

Showroom // Office // Warehouse // Assembling // Service
Den Binnen 3 // 5674 TW // Nuenen, Eindhoven Area // The Netherlands

Member  of the Pilot Distribution Group B.V. // www.pilotdistribution.eu


